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How secular are the political and legal concepts that underpin liberal democracy? Carl Schmitt first coined
the term political theology to show the dependency of modern western jurisprudence and political science on

Christian theological discourse, and in so doing criticized the claim to religious neutrality of liberal
institutions. In this book, Miguel Vatter reconstructs how and why the discourse of political theology was
adopted and repurposed by anti-Schmittianthinkers, from Eric Voegelin through Jacques Maritain and Ernst
Kantorowicz to Jurgen Habermas, to bolster the legitimacy of liberal democratic government. The book traces

the way in which crucial political concepts for liberal democracy-including sovereignty, representation,
government,constitutionalism, human rights, and public reason-are transformed when they become part of a
discourse on political theology. Vatters aim is to provide an intellectual history of political theology in the

20th century.
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INSPIRATIONAL. Liberal democracy with its elections and constitutional limits on government power is a
composite of two ideas. Born in Bohemia to a GermanCzech family missionary to the USA. Divine Right and
Democracy An Anthology of Political Writing in Stuart England Wootton David on Amazon.com. It is a new
system of human government based in Christian apologetics which estalishes Jesus Christ as the credible

sovereign over all of humankind and all the universe. King said on the Washington Mall over a half century
ago Now is the time to make real the promises of democracy. Mosca agreed with Herbert Spencer that the
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divine right of elected assemblies is the great superstition of our present age. 30 Day Replacement. Theocracy
is a form of government in which a deity of some type is recognized as the supreme ruling authority giving

divine guidance to human intermediaries that manage the daytoday affairs of the government.. The
sovereignty is not divided to smaller units such as individual citizens. When I spoke at the roundtable on We
are all democrats now I spoke from notes drawing on several. A republic not a democracy. Novità editoriale

New Publications.
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